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DVDASY2115 2012: Doomsday
An ancient prophecy foretold a scientific discovery revealed. On December 2012 four strangers on a journey 
of faith are drawn to an ancient temple in the heart of Mexico. For the Mayans it is the last recorded day.  
For NASA scientists it is a cataclysmic polar shift. For the rest of us, it is Doomsday.

D/DVDAG The Amazing Grace
Amazing Grace tells the story of the remarkable life of British abolitionist William Wilberforce. This movie 
chronicles his extraordinary role as a human rights activist, cultural reformer and member of Parliament.  
This film is a timely reminder that all are equal before their Creator. No person has the right to own another.

9780740319471 Angels Love Donuts
A comedy about dying that will change the way you live, and renew your faith. On an otherwise ordinary 
day, prominent businessman John A. Money's life is thrown into chaos when a quirky donut-eating Angel of  
Death appears and announces that he has come to take John to the Pearly Gates. With just 24-hours until his 
departure - John looks at life, his family and his faith through a fresh set of eyes.

DVDASY2045 The Apocalypse
An Epic Christian Thriller in the tradition of left behind. In this epic film of faith, a mother and father search 
for their only child as a giant asteroid headed for Earth triggers a series of apocalyptic events. "A chilling 
and poignant thriller of a family coming together as their world crumbles around them."

D/DVD98336D The Ballad of Billie Blue
His love rejected, his heart broken, his dreams shattered, Billie, a top country singer, finds a new kind of love 
- God's love. Like the prophet Hosea, Billie's wife betrays him. He even goes to jail for her, but there he finds 
true freedom in Christ. Filled with memorable music and tender emotion, here is a film that will stir every 
heart.
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D/DVDBJT319488 Becoming Jesse Tait
Jesse Tate is a vivacious 13 year-old girl trying to cope with life while keeping a family secret. She struggles 
to be part of the "in crowd" and the weird new feeling that boys really are not that dumb, all while going to 
Church and keeping her grades up. It is a lot for anyone to handle. Now, the secret threatens her faith,  
friendships and family. She must search for the things that are really important to her. Along the way, she 
discovers the meaning of forgiveness and ends up helping those around her without even knowing it. Not bad 
for a 13 year old who is just trying to keep it all together while...Becoming Jesse Tate.
A sweet story about forgiveness, friendship, and putting your faith into action. Jesse learns that being in the 
"in crowd" is not as important as true friendship and the love of your family and God. Set in the world of  
young teenager, Jesse seemingly does all the right things, yet things still fall apart. Truths become difficult to 
discern, but through her friends, her pastor, and her faith, she learns how to navigate the tricky waters of  
growing up. Jesse unexpectedly finds that she has friends she never knew she had and a faith that transforms 
those around her.

DVD1992 Between the Walls
When Peter learns that his childhood home is being repossessed, he has only five days to remove a lifetime of  
memories. Behind a locked door he discovers that his dad recorded everything that was said in the house.  
Confronted by this shocking family secret, Peter must face memories of a distant father, a lost faith, and a 
startling betrayal.
Between the walls is “a powerful drama full of suspense, conviction, and redemption that is sure to be 
enjoyed by the whole family” (Dove Foundation).
(PG 13) (Running Time: 72 minutes)

DVDPF1837 Birdie & Bogey
Sometimes the strength to rise above life's trials comes from the unlikeliest of places. United in faith, they 
pursue a daughter's wish for her father, to once again play on the PGA Tour. Just when his position on the 
PGA Tour seems secure, Birdie's life is threatened with a deadly disease. Without his daughter's inspiration, 
Danny must find a way to carry on alone that way fulfill his daughter's dying wish. Birdie and Bogey is a 
story of determination...friendship... strength... hope and the bond that is eternal.
(PG) (Running Time: 99 minutes)

DVDTB319112 The Board
This outstanding dramatic film explores a person's soul - which is creatively represented by a board of  
directors. The members of the board (mind, memory, emotion, heart, will and conscience) discuss and vote 
on seemingly mundane events until a co-worker poses a question that has eternal consequences. When faced 
with the powerful indictment, the board's hypocritical self-defense is exposed as it wrestles with the ultimate 
decision that every person must make.

D/DVDPFE288 The Book of Ruth
The Book of Ruth, is a triumphant love story in the face of adversity. This selfless journey of love and 
devotion is seen through the eyes of a young widow. Choosing to leave her homeland of Moab, she follows 
her mother-in-law Naomi to Israel after the death of her husband. Upon reaching Bethlehem, she meets and 
marries a man named Boaz, who is of the Royal House of Judah. This chain of seemingly unrelated events,  
sets the stage for the future kings of the nation of Israel, and the glorious coming of the Messiah.

4782D Candle in the Dark
He sailed in 1793 to India with a reluctant wife and four children to bring the message of Jesus. There he 
encountered so uch hardship it is amazing he did not abandon his mission and go home. But he stayed for 
over 40 years.
One issue that tormented him was sati – the burning alive of widows when their husbands died. He would not  
rest until this practice was stopped. Facing insurmountable odds, he “plodded” on the influence the 
abolition of sati and to become the revered “Friend of India” and “Father of modern Missions.”
He oversaw more translations of the Bible than had been done in all previous Christian history combined.  
Life was never easy for Carey. But he simply refused to quit, even when a devastating fire destroyed years of  
his literary work. His legacy has inspired countless others from his own day to the present. William Carey 
shows dramatically how a life dedicated to God and obedient to His calling make a profound difference in 
the world.
(A) (Running Time: 97 minutes)
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DVD10201697 Charlotte's Web
Now you can share the magic as a tiny spider spins a great tale of friendship and adventure in this dazzling 
film version of E.B. White's beloved children's book.
(A) (Running Time: 93 minutes)

STA3287 The Chronicles of Narnia: The Lion, the Witch and the Wardrobe
Prepare to enter another world in C.S. Lewis' timeless and beloved epic adventure. With the stunning 
realistic special effects, you will experience the exploits of Lucy, Edmund, Susan and Peter, four siblings who 
find the world of Narnia through a magical wardrobe while playing a game of “hide-and-seek” at the 
country estate of a mysterious professor.
Once there, the children discover a charming, once peaceful land inhabited by talking beasts, dwarfs, fauns,  
centuars and giants that has been turned into a world of eternal winter by the evil White Witch, Jadis. Aided 
by the wise and magnificent lion Aslan, the children lead Narnia into a spectacular, climactic battle to be 
free of the Witch's glacial powers forever.
(PG-V) (Running Time: 137 minutes)

DB1A550001 The Chronicles of Narnia: Prince Caspian
The magical world of C.S. Lewis' beloved fantasy comes to life once again in Prince Caspian, the second 
installment of The Chronicles of Narnia series. Join Peter, Susan, Edmund, Lucy, and the mighty and 
majestic Aslan, friendly new Narnian creatures and Prince Caspian as they lead the Narnians on a 
remarkable journey to restore peace and glory to their enchanted land. With more magic and a brand new 
hero, Prince Caspain is a triumph of imagination, courage, love, joy and humour your whole family will  
want to watch again and again.
Filled with hours of enthralling bonus features, this 2-disc Collector's Edition DVD explores more of the 
magic and mystery of the Kingdom of Narnia than ever before.
(PG-13V) (Running Time: 143 minutes)

D/DVD2288 The Climb
Two hotshot solo climbers forge an uneasy friendship in order to reach their ultimate summit. A daring 
rescue just earned flamboyant Derrick Williams the climb of a lifetime, but his dream comes with an 
unwanted partner. "Safety man" Michael Harris does not hot dog, does not blaze trails and rarely takes life  
to the edge.
Training takes a back seat to their fire-and-ice relationship. But no amount of training can prepare this 
turbulent team for the harsh reality of the Chilean Andes. The Climb escalates into a test of wills, character  
and sacrifice that pushes both men beyond limits.

PRVDV0234101399 Come What May
When does life really begin? If college student Caleb Hogan argues what he truly believes, he stands to lose 
the most important competition of his life – and the support of his mother. If he softens his stance, he might  
win the coveted title...but lose the heart of his teammate Rachel in the process.
While his mother prepares for her high-profile abortion case before the Supreme Court, Caleb discovers the 
strength of the pro-life argument in preparation for the National Moot Court Championship. In life-and-
death legal cases, can there truly be a winner?
Come What May is a vivid reminder that choosing what is right is never easy...but it is always worth the cost.
(A) (Running Time: 93 minutes)

9780984301805 The Cross
Arthur Blessitt is one of the most unique individuals to walk the face of the earth. In fact, he is the only 
individual to ever literally walk the face of the earth. Inducted into the Guinness Book of World Records for 
the "World's Longest Walk," Arthur has spent the last forty years traversing across all seven continents, 315 
countries, island groups and territories. He has survived war zones, firing squads and beatings, blazing 
deserts and deadly jungles. The amazing thing is that he did this all carrying a six-foot cross. This is his 
story.
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DVD4629D The Cross and the Switchblade
Although the original events depicted in this classic from the drug infested, gang dominated streets happened 
over thirty years ago, the life-changin solution that David Wilkerson brought to desperate lives was just the 
beginning. The beat goes on. The change in the life of notorious gand leader Nicky Cruz, as shown in the 
film, proved to be wonderfully lasting and real. Nicky continues today to reach young people around the 
world with the same life-changing message of the Gospel of Jesus Christ that delivered him from violence 
and despair. And what about the skinny preacher, David Wilkerson, who braved the meanest streets of New 
york to tell desperate and drug crazed youth that there was a better way? Now, three decades later, he is still  
at it with a ministry based in Times Square that is still changing lives and offering genuine hope to countless  
souls who had given up on life.
Now in over 25 languages, The Cross and the Switchblade, starring Pat Boone and Eric Estrada, is one of  
those rare films that has shown its unique power to connect with the deepest hopes and fears of youth around 
the world. It remains today one of the most compelling stories of love, grace and the truth that no one is ever  
so far gone that they cannot find the way out.
(PG) (Running Time: 105 minutes)

D/DVDBRT543 Dangerous Calling
Church politics turn deadly after a new pastor and his wife challenge a sweet widow-woman’s control of the 
small country church to which they have just been called. A suspense thriller set in the world of small town 
church politics, Dangerous Calling follows the story of Pastor Evan Burke and his wife Nora as they assume 
leadership of First Baptist Willit Springs after the mysterious death of the previous pastor. Eager to get to  
know the new pastor, Miss Pat, the church’s controlling widow-woman, invites Evan and Nora to stay with 
her while she has the parsonage renovated. Left alone at Miss Pat’s beautiful home in the mountains of North 
Georgia, Nora begins to suspect that Miss Pat’s extremely sheltered adult son, Elijah, may have had 
something to do with the previous pastor’s death. Although the story involves Christian characters,  
Dangerous Calling is not your typical church film. Dangerous Calling is sure to keep you on the edge of the 
pew. In this church the politics can be deadly.

D/DVDH321788 Desires of the Heart
Twin brothers Ethan and Jack struggle over their birthright - ownership of their father's business, The 
Abrams Group, and a treasured family heirloom. But when their father Ike dies, Ethan and Jack find nothing 
is as they thought it would be. An irreversible decision is made by their mother that damages the very fabric  
of the family. Ethan finds he must confront the choices of the past and the hurt and anger that poison his  
spirit. If he succeeds, he will discover the power that forgiveness holds.

DVD6339 Dialtone
A mysterious phone. A missing lawyer. An abandoned warehouse.
They all help tell a story about Greg Pleasant, a Seattle lawyer who is held back from leading the dynamic 
life Christ wants him to live because he fear's man's opinion of him more than God's.
After Greg loses the control he believes he has over his life, an odd client tells him about an old phone that  
calls back into the past.
When faced with the ultimate wake-up call, how will he answer? How will you?
(PG)

D/DVDEAW2692 Early Warning
A Christian woman wants a newspaper man to publish a story about a One World Foundation being set up 
whose only goal is global control. She wants him to warn people that this is coming and explain how it ties 
into the end times spoken about in the Bible. The newsman is opposed to such an idea until he sees the 
woman being pursued by the Foundation. As this adventure unfolds, he begins to realize that what the 
woman is saying could be true. The evangelistic, classic end times film presents the truth about Jesus Christ  
and has intriguing insight into what might be coming in the last days.

DVDBRT390 End of the Spear
Worlds collide and tragedy stikes as a missionary group journeys to the heart of the Amazon jungle in search 
of the Waodani, a tribe of firce warriors completely isolated from civilisation. When five of the missionaries  
are killed by tribesmen, their families are left husbandless and fatherless. Despite their tremendous loss, and 
as a testament to their faith, the families decide to remain in Ecuador and live among the Waodani os 
originally planned. But the effects of that first encounter have yet to subside: A young boy, determined to 
unlock the secret of his father's death, must learn to accept a tragedy he cannot remember in this powerful  
tale of sacrifice, courage and redemption!
(PG-13) (Running Time: 121 minutes)
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PRVDV0234100289 Facing the Giants
After six consecutive losing seasons, high school football coach Grant Taylor believes things can not get any 
worse. He is wrong. With fear and failure defeating him in football and in life, the downtrodden coach and 
husband turns to God in desperation. Trusting that God can somehow do the impossible, Coach Taylor and 
his Shiloh Christian Eagles soon discover how faith plays out in the fieled...and off!
(A) (Running Time: 112 minutes)

DVDHPFH002 Faith Happens
A hard-hitting drama that takes the viewer on a personal journey from the heart to the soul.

DVDID03246 Faith Like Potatoes
Frank Rautenbach leads a strong cast as Angus buchan, a Zambian farmer of Scottish heritage, who leaves  
his farm in the midst of political unrest and radically charged land reclaims and travels south with his family  
to start a better life in KwaZulu-Natal, South Africa. With nothing more than a caravan on a patch of land,  
and help from his Zulu foreman, Simeon Bhengu, the Buchan family struggle to settle in a new country.
Faced with ever mounting challenges, hardship and personal turnol, Angus quickly spirals down into a life  
consumed by anger, fear and destruction.
Based on the inspiring true story by Angus Buchan, the book was adapted for the big screen by award 
winning actor and director, Regardt van den Bergh and weaves together the moving journey of a man who,  
like his potatoes, grown his faith, unseen until the harvest.
(PG-L) (Running Time: 111 minutes)

DVD316869 Fern Hill
This touching coming-of-age story follows four 13-year-old boys on a weekend adventure into the mountains  
of Colorado in search of a lost father and his plane. The unexplained mystery of Colin's father and his small  
plane that disappeared seven years ago compels a boy to do everything he can to find an answer. His true 
friends understand how important this is, so they leave together on their journey. Adventure, struggle, fear,  
and hope bind a story of healing and redemption, as they discover more than they set out to find.
(PG) (Running Time: 90 minutes)

9780967680675 Final Exit
A Nobel Peace Prize Winner, a convicted murderer and two professing Christian teenagers are being 
escorted to judgement. Who will spend eternity in Heaven? This evangelistic drama will confront your 
viewers with life's most important choices: Jesus or Satan? Heaven or Hell?
(PG)

D/DVDFM2008 Find Me
"A suspense driven thriller." On what was supposed to be a day of celebration, Senator Robert McIntosh is  
faced with the kidnapping, and possible death of his son. Given only one alternative, he must decide between 
the life of his son and what he believes is best for his country. The clock is ticking...
Meanwhile, three college students stumble upon a clue while they are out geocaching that may lead to the 
location of the Senator's son. Will they figure it out in time? Will they find the Senator's son? Will they live?
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PRVDV0234100339 Fireproof
At work, inside burning buildings, Captain Caleb Holt lives by the old firefighter's adage: Never leave your 
partner behind.
At home, in the cooling embers of his marriage, he lives by his own rules. His job is to rescue others. Now 
Caleb Holt is ready to face his toughest job ever...rescuing his wife's heart.
(PG) (Running Time: 119 minutes)

PRVDV0234101249 Flywheel
Jay Austin wants to sell used cars in the worst way...and that is exactly how he does business at his 
dealership. Promising much more than he can ever deliver, he will do whatever it takes to sell a car. His  
manipulative ways permeate all of his relationships – even his wife and son do not trust him.
But as Jay works on restorig a classic convertible, he begins to see that God is working on restoring him as  
well. Coming face-to-face with the reality of how to truly conducts himself, Jay Austin begins the ride of his 
life as he learns to honour God with his business, his relationships, and his life!
(A) (Running Time: 114 minutes)

9780967680682 The Gathering
Michael Carey's world turns upside-down when the successful marketing executive catches a glimpse of the 
near future. These visions could not come at a worse time for his marriage, his job, or his friendships.  
Michael struggles to understand the meaning of the messages and must convince his loved ones that Jesus  
will soon return.
Who will listed before it is too late? Who will heed the warning? State of the art special effects captures the 
drama of the Rapture in this ultimate End Times story. This spectacular movie will have you and those you 
love asking whether you are ready for Christ's return.

DVDBRT461 The Genius Club
Seven geniuses, with IQs over 200, are plucked from their lives on Christmas Eve to try to solve the world's  
problems in one night. They engage in a cat and mouse battle of intellectual superiority with a mad genius  
who wants to detonate a nuclear bomb in Washington DC. The password to the bomb is 3 words.
(13) (Running Time: 47 minutes)

893261001813 A Greater Yes
After climbing Pampa High School's popularity chain, taking her volleyball team to the State Championship,  
and founding the school's first drugs, alcohol, and violence-free club, Amy Newhouse must now fight the 
biggest battle of her life – cancer.
Her open heart to the people of her school now sparks a passionate rally from the community. However, this  
passion dwindles as her cancer metastasizes. Her cancer seems to miraculously disappear, but just as it  
seems the community has prevailed and the battle won, Amy discovers that the deadly disease has returned 
and is incurable.
Amy's prayers for healing continue, but with the seemingly dried-up support of her community, and an 
apparent “no” from God, she dies from the one battle she cannot win. However, with her death comes life  
and redemption of Pampa High, as her club grows exponentially, redeeming the school of the once-rampant 
violence, drugs, and alcohol that she so passionately fought against, and proving to all doubters that God 
has a “Greater Yes” after all.
(PG) (Running Time: 90 minutes)

D/DVDI02989 Hangman's Curse
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DVD1402 Hidden Secrets
This charming and irresistible film explores the lasting impact a group of close friends has on one another  
despite drifting apart over the years. Reunited at the funeral of hometown hero Chris Hayden, friends find 
tensions escalating rapidly as their darkest secrets are revealed.

D/DVDLM3020 House
Jack and Stephanie are a married couple, who are going through a difficult time in their lives. On their way 
to counseling one day, they pass by a car accident and the police officer gives them new directions since the 
roads are closed due to the accident. Jack and Stephanie soon get in an accident of their own due to Jack's  
speeding, which leaves them stranded with no cell phone coverage. Deciding to travel by foot, they stumble 
across the Wayside Inn, a rather sinister looking house, but it seems to be the only salvation they have now 
that it's nightfall. Upon entering the house they find another couple, Randy and Leslie, they are the ones  
whose car accident Jack and Stephanie passed earlier.

D/DVDPFEGEN950 The Imposter
Christian rock's hottest band, "Grand Design" is heading to the top! Unfortunately, lead singer Johnny C is 
personally spiralling down. His nightly concert performances about Jesus are a stark contrast of his selfish 
lifestyle he finds himself in each morning. At the height of his fame Johnny's world comes to a crashing halt  
and thus begins a turbulent journey back home to find out if his shattered marriage can be restored. Now at  
odds with his long time band leader and friend James over his lifestyle Johnny is removed from the band. 
Coached by his mentor, Proff and an eccentric homeless man, Popeye. Wil Johnny find his way back?

D/DVDPFE271 In the Blink of an Eye
It was meant to be the perfect getaway, suddenly it became a horrific vacation for detective David Ramsey.  
While aboard a private yacht on the Sea of Cortez, David's wife and friends suddenly disappear. David is  
then shocked to wake up from the terrible nightmare...or was it?
As each day repeats, David discovers evidence of a worldwide event known in Biblical prophecies as the 
Rapture. Now he must fight unseen forces to uncover the truth before time runs out.

6009691250019 Jesus
The most accurate film ever made about Christ.
Exactly who was Jesus Christ? Award-winning producer John Heyman answers this question in Jesus, the 
most ambitious Bible film ever made.
Heyman has created a film so true-to-life you will feel like you are in first-century Israel with the Saviour.  
Workshop teams painstakingly studied the clothing, architecture, customs and food to ensure the film's 
complete authenticity. Jesus was filmed on location in Israel in Biblical settings with a cast of more than 
5,000 Israelis and Arabs. And virtually every word is taken from the Gospel of Luke.
(A) (Running Time: 120 minutes)

DVDBRT460 Jesus of Nazareth
A compelling portrayal of the life and death of Christ traced from birth, through His childhood pilgrimage,  
His baptism by John the Baptist, the miracles, and culminating with His crucifixion and resurrection. Four 
years in the making, this powerful epic has been critically-acclaimed and lauded by religious leaders  
worldwide for its sensitivity, passion and ecumenical deference. Franco Zeffirelli's internationally acclaimed 
and award-winning screen version of the life of Christ and which confounded critics by its impressive 
majesty, innate honesty and historical and religious accuracy.
(PG) (Running Time: 383 minutes)

DVD2121 Joni
She was young ... vital ... just 17, when it happened. A diving accident snapped her neck and left her  
paralysed. The months that followed were filled with great physical, emotional, and spiritual struggles for 
Joni Eareckson.
Joni re-creates for you on film her joys and sorrows, her fears and victories, and above all, her faith in the 
wisdom and certain blessings of a loving Heavenly Father.
(PG)(Running Time: 110 minutes)
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824483008090 Late One Night
Three factory workers make their routine stop at a diner late one night. Just before closing, a man comes in 
and takes a seat at the counter. One of the workers, an antagonist named Larry, tries to strike up a 
conversation with him but he does not respond. Disturbed by this, Larry persists and inds out that the man is 
a Christian.
What follows is an intense drama about the most important issue in life...and eternity.
(Running Time: 33 minutes)

D/DVDLME041 The Least of These
Andre James, an African-American priest with a troubled past, returns to his old Catholic boarding school to 
replace another priest who has disappeared, but when he begins to suspect that the priest he replaced may 
have been murdered by someone at the school, he embarks on a quest to discover the truth, only to uncover a 
darker secret as he is forced to confront his own dark past.

860470000005 A Letter to Dad
Dan Donahue has finally met the woman of his dreams. But on the night he is going to propose, he is  
overcome by deep-rooted anger caused by the father who abandoned him as a boy. Dan confronts his  
feelings of bitterness head on as he pours out his heart in a letter to his father.
As Dan writed, we see his life unfold, feeling his pain and ultimate joy, as we watch him grow from young 
boy to troubled teen and finally into a strong, spiritual man. In the end it is Dan's father who must face his 
own failures as a father in a climactic one on one meeting with the son he left behind.
Based on a true story, A Letter to Dad is a touching story of how faith and love can overcome a lifetime of  
pain and anger.
(PG) (Running Time: 88 minutes)

D/DVD10203537 Madea's Family Reunion
Madea may have finally taken on more than she can chew. She has just been court ordered to be in charge of  
Nikki, a rebellious runaway, her nieces Lisa and Vanessa are suffering relationship trouble, and through it all  
she has to organise her family reunion. As the reunion approaches, secrets are revealed and tensions rise.  
Madea must use every tactic in her arsenal to not only keep the peace, but keep her family together.
(13V) (Running Time: 105 minutes)

D/DVD0958 Magdalena: Released from Shame
Mary Magdalene acts as both narrator and participant in Magdalena: Released from Shame, as she traces  
through the story of lives that have come into contact with Jesus, and have been powerfully released from 
shame.
(PG) (Running Time:78 minutes)

D/DVDPFE226 Matchmaker Mary
After receiving an "A" on her sixth grade final exam, Mary is rewarded with a puppy. Experiencing the love 
of this little puppy and seeing several of her adult friends single and unhappy, Mary believes that placing two 
people together with the assistance of some loveable puppies will result in a happy relationship. With the 
help of her best friend, Jason, Aunt Karen and Cameron Banks, the four partners become self described 
matchmaking angels. Along the way, Aunt Karen and Cameron not only become accomplices in the scheme 
but they get "matched" too! As her success ratio increases, Mary utilizes her new matchmaking angels to  
carry out the biggest and most important plan: to bring her own parents back together again.

DVD1090 Me, and You, Us Forever
A 47-year old Christian man is on the other side of an unwanted divorce. Searching for answers to ease the 
pain and make sense of his life, he meets a woman at a divorce recovery group. The two forge a friendship 
and they find they have a common bond: both have been thinking about their lost first love. As he reminisces  
about his old high school girlfriend he regrets he ever broke up with her... And now, thirty years later ...  
Wants to see her again.
(PG)
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DVDIST02492 Megiddo
Stone Alexander is the most powerful man in history. But his charming smile hides an evil plan to bring 
about mankind's ultimate destruction. The only man who can stop him is his brother David, the President of  
the United States, but he can not do it alone, he needs the power of God to lead him into battle, keep his  
spirit strong, and help him reveal the true nature of the Beast.
Starring Michael York and Michael Biehn, this epic showdown pits continent against continent, nation 
against nation, and brother against brother in an all out war of the world between pure good and ultimate 
evil.
(13) (Running Time: 102 minutes)

D/DVDFF0210 Meteor Apocalypse
"A Christian Apocalyptic thriller in the tradition of 2012, The Day After Tomorrow and Left Behind!"
In this End Times thriller a gigantic meteor enters Earth's orbit and begins to disintegrate, showering the 
planet with destructive and poisonous debris.

DVDSVA121 Miracle Dogs Too
Zack, a young boy, finds two cocker spaniels caged in the woods and takes them home. The animals, Sissy 
and Buddy, have magical healing powers that change the people of a small town.
(PG13-V) (Running Time: 82 minutes)

D/DVDBB0125 Miracle of the Widow
Ruth Zeller's family has kept the secret for centuries. Greedy men, disasters, persecution, even the Nazis 
could not remove the treasure entrusted to them by God. Humbly and quietly the servants of Yahweh 
continued their work, always on guard. From the first moment Grace Harrington enters the bakery she is  
uneasy. Previous prejudices lead Grace to take matters into her own hands. Events intensify as Grace 
encounters locked doors, odd rumours, and an insistent art dealer. Can Ruth entrust Grace with her family's  
history? Will Grace have the faith to accept the truth? Or will the gift, kept safe for a thousand generations,  
be forever lost?

D/DVDBRT575 Most
Most is a beautiful Oscar-nominated movie and winner of many prestigious film festivals. It tells the story of  
the close relationship between a bridge operator and his young son and the fateful day when both try to head 
off an impending rail disaster. A steam train full of hundreds of passengers are unaware of the danger as they 
head towards an open drawbridge. When a desperate young woman witnesses an act of virtue beyond 
imagination, her life is changed forever. Most is both a heart-wrenching and glorious story that portrays the 
greatest measure of love, sacrifice, hope and forgiveness known to man.

6003805047175 The Omega Code
Dr Gillen Lane, a world renowned motivator and expert on mythology, is brought on to help European Union 
Chaiman Alexander Stone bring about world peace.
Stone is a media mogul turned politician who uses the hidden prophecies from a stolen Bible programme to 
create a new world empire. When Lane discovers the truth about Stone, he finds his life turned upside down,  
becoming a fugitive who must expose Stone to the world.
(PG) (Running TimeL 95 minutes)

D/DVDWFE0108 On the Edge
Vince bets his college roommate he can prove that God exists. There's only one problem; he has no idea how.  
His only hope is to take him on a camping trip with friends from church. Thus begins this adventure shot on 
location in the spectacular Yosemite National Park. Amidst the hiking, campfires, and storytelling, they talk  
about the tough questions people ask in life. Laughter and plenty of action will definitely keep you..."On The 
Edge" of your seat.



ISBN/CODE TITLE & DETAILS

D/DVD10205819 One Night With the King
One Night With the King chronicles the life of the young Jewish girl, Hadassah, who goes on to become the 
Biblical Esther, the queen of Persia, and saves the Jewish nation from annihilation at the hands of its arch 
enemy while winning the heart of the fiercely handsome King Xerxes.
Based on the novel Hadassah by Tommy Tenney.
(A) (Running Time: 118 minutes)

D/DVDBRT537 The Other Six Days
A brief look into the life of Iggy Thompson shows that he is responsible and caring. Looking after those 
around him, he creates the impression of a kind and gentle soul. The Other Six Days explores the realities 
and fantasies of our day to day lives: how we present ourselves versus who we really are.

D/DVDGT0299 The Paradise Trail
Treats wouldn't stop him…now he faced their guns! A trail blazing action drama set in the old West. Paradise 
Trail is the story of two outlaw brothers who kidnap a blind preacher and his family. Tension builds as the 
preacher's fearless manner increasingly angers the men. And when their hate finally explodes, an unusual  
climax ensues.

D/DVD027137DVD1 The Passion of the Christ
From Academy Award-winning director, Mel Gibson, comes a profound story of courage and sacrifice,  
depicting the final twelve hours in the life of Jesus Christ.
Featuring stunning cinematography and an inspired performance by Jim Caviezel, the Passion of the Christ  
is a triumphant and uncompromising filmmaking achievement.
(16-V) (Running Time: 121 minutes)

D/DVDCAT501351D The Path of the Wind
After serving a ten-year prison sentence, Lee Ferguson returns to the small town where he was raised.  
Looking to lead a simple life, he takes a job at the local grocery store where all he wants beyond a daily 
routine is to be left alone. But when Lee saves Katie from being assaulted, his life becomes anything but 
simple. Lee’s budding relationship with Katie is threatened by a scheming coworker and a violent past which 
will not stay buried. When a mysterious stranger knocks on his door, Lee is suddenly confronted with the 
choices he made long ago. He must now decide how far he is willing to go to seek redemption. The Path of  
the Wind is a compelling story of love, vengeance, and forgiveness, and the powers we choose to let guide us.

The Perfect Stranger
The Perfect Stranger is a thought-provoking tale of one woman's journey through the realms of doubt and 
disbelief - with the most unforgettable man she would ever meet. Movie based on the bestselling novel,  
"Dinner With a Perfect Stranger" by David Gregory.

DVD0055 Pilgrim's Progress: Journey to Heaven
Pilgrim's Progress: Journey to Heaven is a modern adaptation of John Bunyan's beloved classic tale.
Amazing visual effects, beautiful locations and a wonderful cast bring to life the story that has inspired each 
generation for hundreds of years. Follow Christian and his companions on the great journey from the City of  
Destruction to the gates of Heaven.
Along the way, the pilgrims face obstacles large and small, man-made and demon-spawned.
Beyond the gripping drama, Bunyan's powerful allegory teaches us the hazards and hopes of the Christian 
life, and the triumphant glory that awaits all who faithfully follow the King of kings!
(PG-V) (Running Time: 103 minutes)
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6009617046207 Play it as it Lies
After the sudden loss of his son, Alistair (4) in a tractor accident, Fergus Buchan as a professional golfer  
realised that a deal or a bet could not change the outcome of this tragic event. This, and being treated for  
malignant melanoma, given only 8 months to live, Fergus applied the golden rule of golf, rule 1-2 , Play It As 
It Lies! This motivating life story captures some old memories with fellow pro-golfing friends Dale Hayes,  
Simon Hobday and Dennis Hutchinson. Fergus presents a message of hope and how set-backs in life  
encourage him to play it as it lies. The outcome of this fascinating biography is set to inspire especially those 
who have been dealt a bad card.

The Power of Love
The Power of Love is a romantic comedy about three couples in different stages of love and life that come 
together on a dance floor at Harvard University. Before the music ends, these three couples will unveil their  
humour, passions, heartache and hope in this poignant glimpse into the complicated and amusing reality of  
human relationships.
(PG) (Running Time: 80 minutes)

DVD316609 Pray: Run... Hide...
High school friends Madison & Lacy enjoy an out-of-town Christian rock concert. After some eerie events at  
their hotel, the friends abandon their night of rest and decide to drive through the night back to their  
hometown several hours away.
However, someone or something follows them home! After a seemingly uneventful school day, events unfold 
that find Madison Preston alone at the mall later that evening. As the night rolls in, the mall closes, and we 
find our heroine mysteriously trapped inside. However, she is not alone. It will take her resolute strength and 
unflinching faith (and a few shocking “miracles” along the way) for her to escape!
(PG12) (Running Time: 72 minutes)

D/DVDBRT2791 Resurrection Trial
It is two years after the death and resurrection of Jesus Christ. The church is growing and the high priest and 
Sadducees are worried. But what if the events of that day occurred, not in the first cencury, but in 1983? This 
powerful and moving drama portrays the events that followed the death and resurrection of Jesus as if they 
happened in modern times.  Hear the testimony of eyewitnesses. At the end of the film, you will decide the 
verdict. Did Jesus really rise from the dead?

D/DVDBRT546 The River Within
In everyone's life, the truth will surface. "What am I doing here?" It is the question that has haunted Jason 
ever since he heard his dad utter it prior to his death several years ago. Now, fresh out of law school, and 
with an upcoming bar exam to prepare for, the highly motivated and strictly disciplined Jason returns to the 
small Southern town he grew up in to spend the summer studying. He reconnects with Paul - a "shoulda 
been" actor who has just returned from Los Angeles, and Layla - an old friend whose childhood crush on 
Jason returns with his sudden re-emergence, sending her engagement into a tailspin. But it is a chance-
encounter with David - a pastor at a local church - that changes his life forever.

D/DVDPFE264 Sarah's Choice
Sarah Collins is a young woman on the elevator of success, poised to attain her dream of an executive corner  
office. There's only one thing that's going to keep her from getting it, an unexpected pregnancy. Sarah is now 
faced with a moral and potentially career ending choice.
With financial pressure mounting and her dream career at stake, what will Sarah choose?

PRVDV023101129 The Second Chance
Grammy Award-winning recording artist Michael W. Smith gives a passionate performance as a suburban 
pastor who is forced to confront his own prejudices in this powerful tale of faith, redemption, and finding 
common ground.
At the wealthy church, The Rock, Ethan Jenkins brings parishioners to their feet with his electrifying music.  
But Ethan's unconventional ways upset the church elders, and as a result, they give him a new assignment: to  
work for The Rock's sister church in the city's poorest neighbourhood. Joining forces with a brash, street-
smart minister, Ethan's faith and loyalties are put to the ultimate test to overcome differences and restore 
hope in an area desperate for change.
(PG-13) (Running Time: 103 minutes)
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DVD716164 Second Chances
Based on a true story, Second Chances is the uplifting tale of a little girl's physical and emotional  
reawakening after a car crash claims her father – and her spirit. The accident leaves 10-year-old Sunny 
Matthews unable to walk without crutches. However, the damage to Sunny's leg pales in comparison to her  
emotional wounds, which causes her to withdraw from life and everyone around her.
Miraculously, things begin to change when Sunny and her mother Kathleen move next door to a horse ranch 
run by one-time rodeo star Ben Taylor. Sunny's recovery begins as she develops an affinity for Ben, and a 
love for a mean-spirited, crippled horse named Ginger.
(A)

D/DVDDR319198 The Sound of a Dirt Road
John Crowe is a humble rancher and a man of quite faith, whose family has owned and managed the Crowe 
Ranch for over 150 years. When Ellen Sower and her family move to the small town, John's life begins to 
change as he starts experience feelings for Ellen. Above all else, Jeremiah longs for power, and once he 
achieves it, he goes after John.

D/DVD103 The Story of Jesus for Children
This is the story of Jesus as seen through the eyes of children who might have lived during the time Jesus  
lived on earth. Follow the lives of Benjamin, Caleb, Sarah, Joel, Leah and Nathan, living in Jerusalem about 
AD30. Hear the stories of the Man from Nazareth who heals the sick and raises the dead. The children 
struggle to make sense of it all – some from families who believe Jesus is the Son of God, others from 
families who do not. They watch Jesus from the crowds. They follow Him to see what this incredible man,  
who loves children, will do next. They see Him betrayed, wrongly accused, crucified, and buried. But, they 
remember the promise of Jesus and believe they will see Him again. Children of all ages will enjoy this  
captivating retelling of the true story of Jesus from a child's perspective.
(A) (Running Time: 67 minutes)

DVDSCG5318757 The Sugar Creek Gang #5: Teacher Trouble
The Sugar Creek Gang suddenly becomes the opposite of teacher's pet when the new substitute, Mr Black, 
comes to town. A wrongful accusation gets Bill into trouble with his parents and creates more questions in his 
head than answers.
Why does Mr Black keep pictures of people, who poisoned Mr Black's beautiful horse, and will those beech 
switches in the classroom actually be used on the gang? How do a barn full of pigeons, a ladder, a new book, 
and a baseball game lead to a fire in the schoolhouse on Sunday afternoon?
To find out, join the Sugar Creek Gang as they try to avoid trouble with the teacher.
(A) (Running Time: 65 minutes)

9781770364141 Sunday School Musical
This school has all the right moves! Two competing groups of high school students must rally together and 
enter a song-and-dance competition in order to save their youth center from closing. But will they be able to  
put aside their differences - and win? Featuring 21 songs, this inspirational musical provides wholesome 
entertainment for the entire family.

D/DVD10202636 The Ten Commandments
For sheer pageantry and spectacle, few motion pictures can claim to equal the splendour of Cecil B.  
DeMille's 1956 remake of his epic The Ten Commandments. Filmed in Egypt and the Sinai with one of the 
biggest sets ever constructed for a motion picture, this version tells the story of the life of Moses (Charlton 
Heston), once favoured in the Pharoah's (Yul Brynner) household, who turned his back on a priviledged life  
to lead his people to freedom.
With a rare on-screen introduction by Cecil B. DeMille himself.
(A) (Running Time: 223 minutes)
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6001493165072 The Ten Commandments (Animated)
The Ten Commandments is a full-length, 3D CGI animation film that features an impressive line-up of talent.
Condemned to die by Pharoah while just a baby, Hebrew Moses is set adrift on the River Nile by his mother  
and sister. Rescued by the daughter of Pharoah, he grows up thinking he is an Egyptian prince.
Eventually exiled from Egypt when he is exposed as a Jew, he is touched by God, and told that he will lead 
his enslaved Chosen People to the Promised Land. With the hand of God firmly on his shoulder, and with 
faith as his only weapon, Moses performs miracles, casts down plagues, evades a pursuing Egyptian army,  
parts the Red Sea and, after forty years of leading the Hebrew Chosen Ones to the promised land, is  
embraced by God and led to a better place.
Filled with high adventure, the miraculous, and a gentle sense of humour, The Ten Commandments 
showcases Moses, the reluctant prophet, who was the only man in Biblical history to see the face of God and 
call Him “friend”.
(A) (Running Time: 88 minutes)

D/DVD10212109 Tornado and the Kalahari Horse Whisperer
Tornado is a true life story of patience, endurance and passion. The picture tells the story of two damaged 
souls: Pierre, a depressed and damaged young man, and Tornado, an emotionally tormented horse. Sensing 
Tornado's potential, Pierre travels to Noenieput, in the Groen Kalahari, to find Barrie Burger, a horse 
whisperer. With Barrie's advice, Pierre and Tornado embark on a journey of healing and self-discovery, one 
that will change their lives forever.
(PG-V) (Running Time: 110 minutes)

D/DVDEU034 Unidentified

D/DVDWE02986 The Visitation
Based on the book by Frank Peretti.
After Travis Jordan, a lapsed minister, buries his beloved dog, strange things begin to happen in Antioch and 
several townspeople are cured of life long defects and ailments.
The source of the healings is found to be Brandon Nichols, a farm hand at old Mrs Macon's farm who is new 
to town. He performs more miracles and announces he plans to set up his own ministry and hold revivals.  
The townspeople are immediately smitten with him, especially the women.
Travis begins to discover the horrible truth about the source of Brandon's powers and must save the entire 
town beore a ritual killing taks place. But is their faith strong enough to overcome the ultimate forces of evil  
and death?
(16-V) (Running Time: 100 minutes)

D/DVDPF1202 The Wager
The Wager is a soulful story of conviction and redemption that reminds us that through Christ we have the 
strength to do what is right.

D/DVDWT8542 Wait Your Turn
Simple choice. Uncommon decision. Surprising results. Unexpectedly, Thad MacArthur comes back into Eve 
Cassidy's life, after breaking her heart in college. But this time Eve is different. After much soul-searching,  
Eve has a whole new approach to her dating relationships. Together they must decide whether they can put  
their rocky past behind them to build a future together. As Eve and Thad struggle to make these important 
choices, they are influenced by their beliefs and two other couples who are also dealing with significant 
relationship issues. Matt and Liza must confront a mistake from their past that will affect their lives forever,  
while Evan and Belinda consider their futures and try to determine if they are really compatible for life. As 
each couple faces these decisions of love and life, they finally realize that the right person is out there ... if  
you’re willing to take your time and Wait Your Turn.
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DVD6593 The Way Back Home
The Way Back Home is a faith-based drama set in the lush and gorgeous surroundings of Central Florida. 
New York attorney, Spencer Krance, has returned to the town where he was raised. It is the news that his  
grandmother has suffered a stroke. What starts as a simple visit home becomes so much more. It becomes a 
journey of consequence. Relationships and re-connections with old friends Ruby Dee and Deezer D. become 
catalysts that shake him to his core and remind him of the simple truths of a faith-filled life.
(PG-12)

Where the Red Fern Grows Part 1
Where the Red Fern Grows is, quite simply, a wonderful story for all ages and for all time. A boy's yearning 
for two redbone hound dogs, which his parents couldn't afford during the desolate times of the Depression in  
the Ozarks, is the setting for this truly triumphant film. Billy's grandfather promises the lad that God will  
meet him halfway if he believes in himself and his beloved dogs. Billy faces adventure, suspense, tragedy and 
ultimately, a love and loyalty of family and friendship to realize his dream.

Where the Red Fern Grows Part 2
This heartwarming film is a continuation of the classic novel. Billy Coleman returns from WWII to his 
grandfather's home in Louisiana and attempts to readjust to civilian life, but the loss of his leg and the 
brutality of his wartime experience have embittered him. Grandpa has anticipated Billy's state of mind and 
has a therapeutic gift waiting for him - a pair of redbone hound puppies just like the ones Billy had as a boy.  
Wilson's youthful fascination with the redbone hounds helps Billy to rediscover the gift of life and the joy of  
giving.

9781770361423 Wherever You Are
Wherever You Are is a short 15-minute film based on a story by New York Times best selling author Max 
Lucado.
Katherine, a spirited teenager, finds herself alone in a seedy underworld after being separated from her  
family. When her life begins to unravel and her past is revealed, it takes her for an unexpected turn. For the 
first time she realises no matter where she has been or what she has done, her father's love is forever near.  
This emotional tale of rebellion and redemption is a wonderful illustration of the 3:16 message and will be 
enjoyed by viewers of all ages.
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DVD00091 A Thief in the Night Series: A Distant Thunder

DVD10090 A Thief in the Night Series: A Thief in the Night

DVD20099 A Thief in the Night Series: Image of the Beast

DVD30098 A Thief in the Night Series: The Prodigal Planet

DVDCAT500768D Agent Abbey

DVD0194 All the King's Horses

DVD3719 Another Perfect Stranger

DVDBRT373 Apocalypse (From the makers of Left Behind)

DVD1398 Bamboo Winter

DVDF27228 Because of Winn-Dixie

DVD1299 Behind the Sun

DVD65506W Ben Hur

DVD4790D Beyond the Next Mountain

DVDFJE011 Bible Series: Abraham
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DVDFJE016 Bible Series: David

DVDFJE019 Bible Series: Esther

DVDFJE010 Bible Series: Genesis

DVDFJE013 Bible Series: Jacob

DVDFJE018 Bible Series: Jeremiah

DVDFJE020 Bible Series: Jesus

DVDFJE012 Bible Series: Joseph

DVDFJE014 Bible Series: Moses

DVDFJE021 Bible Series: Paul of Tarsus

DVDFJE015 Bible Series: Samson & Delilah

DVDFJE017 Bible Series: Solomon

DVDCAT4746D Bless You Prison

DVD2494 Bringing Up Bobby

DVDI03085 China Cry

DVD1502 Cry from the Mountain

DVD0599 Deadly Choice

DVDDJA0608 Dear J

DVDBRT444 Deceived (From the makers of Left Behind)

DVD10203622 Diary of a Mad Black Woman

DVD7093 End of the Harvest

DVD0651 Escape from Hell

DVDMF004 Final Solution

DVDBRT384 Final Warning

DVD4821 First Fruits

D/DVD1117 First Landing

DVD0490 First Stone

DVD29936 Flicka

DVD10211996 Forever Strong

DVDCAT4737D God's Outlaw (William Tyndale Story)

DVD0292 Gold Through Fire

DVD03327 Hansie

DVDSKK169 Heaven Sent

DVD1043 Here Comes Jesus

DVD0366 Home Beyond the Sun

DVD316616 I Flunked Sunday School

DVD099 In His Steps

DVDCAT4781D Into His Arms

DVD1190 Invisible Enemies

DVDCAT4756D Jeremy's Egg

DVD0598 Joshua

DVDGE109173 Judas: The Ultimate Act of Betrayal

DVDBRT388 Judgement (From the makers of Left Behind)

DVDF22322 Kingdom Come
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DVD70004 Lay it Down

DVD00362DVDI Left Behind 2: Tribulation Force

DVDBRT402 Left Behind 3: World at War

DVDBRT386 Left Behind the Movie

DVD1012 Look What God Made

DVD0698 Love Note

DVD9549 Luther

DVDCAT501233D Man Dancin'

DVDCAT4623D Martin Luther

DVD70011 Mercy Street

DVD7136 Miracle of Cards

DVD05-1883 Miracles of the Passion

DVDBRT456 Moses the Law Giver

DVD1032 Music Box

DVD316623 Mysterious Ways

DVD312908 Natalie's Rose

DVD0193 Never Ashamed

DVD316630 Only Once

DVD6096 Pamela's Prayer

DVD0550233 Paul the Apostle

DVD4636D Paul the Emissary

DVDW18877 Pay it Forward

DVD316647 Pray 2: The Woods

DVD316609 Pray: Run Hide

DVDBRT382 Racing to the End of Time (From the makers of Left Behind)

DVD312915 Reggie's Prayer

DVDBRT391 Revelation (From the makers of Left Behind)

DVD2202 Road to Redemption

DVDCAT4779D Run Baby Run

DVD5099 Second Glance

DVD0890 Six

DVDBRT453 Smuggler's Ransom

DVD2008 Something to Sing About

DVD4637D Stephen's Test of Faith

DVDSCG1318719 Sugar Creek Gang Volume 1: Swamp Robber

DVDSCG2318726 Sugar Creek Gang Volume 2: The Great Canoe Fish

DVDSCG3318733 Sugar Creek Gang Volume 3: Race Against Nightfall

DVDSCG4318740 Sugar Creek Gang Volume 4: Secret Hideout

DVDSCG5318757 Sugar Creek Gang Volume 5: Teacher Trouble

DVD4092 The Appointment

DVDF01020 The Bible: In the Beginning

DVD1091 The Crossing

DVD1695 The Eastern Bride
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DVD10203260 The Fighting Temptations

DVDWIN1012 The First of May

DVDCAT4416 The Fourth Wise Man

DVD501244D The Gladys Aylward Story

DVD10155 The Gospel

DVDF16351 The Greatest Story

DVD451489 The Home Coming

DVDBRT446 The Judas Project

DVD10208116 The Last Sin Eater

DVD70002 The Moment After

DVD70015 The Moment After 2

DVDI00233 The Nativity Story

DVDD34594 The Preacher's Wife

DVDCAT501177D The Reckoning

DVD2148 The Ride

DVDF01022 The Robe

DVD5927 The Shepherd

DVD311673 The St Tammany Miracle

DVD70016 The Theory of Everything

DVDI02014 Thr3e

DVDBRT392 Tribulation (From the makers of Left Behind)

DVDEU034 Unidentified

DVDBRT372 Vanished (From the makers of Left Behind)

DVD194X Vow to Cherish

DVD1036 Walking with Jesus

DVDIMP100 Waterproof

DVD10211916 Welcome to Paradise

DVD2098 Worm


